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Free stocks and futures analysis software that can test your approach to the
markets. GenStocks Free Download is a desktop application that can evaluate
approximately 2000 stocks per day by applying a sophisticated neural/genetic
algorithm to real historical market data. The underlying algorithms can be thought
of as collectively providing advanced signal-analysis methodology. GenStocks Crack
Free Download - Stocks & Futures Trading Software GenStocks is a desktop
application that can evaluate approximately 2000 stocks per day by applying a
sophisticated neural/genetic algorithm to real historical market data. The
underlying algorithms can be thought of as collectively providing advanced signal-
analysis methodology. Via the neural/genetic approach, distinct patterns in a stock's
past performance are quantified as "measures," with a "weight" assigned to each of
these measures. GenStocks will then generate a composite "score" for each stock,
based on the weighted sum into a specified past. Then genetic evolution is applied
to all possible sortings of the 2000-some competing stocks. GenStocks thus creates
a sorted list, on user demand, that shows the most reasonable ranking as regards
projection of profit. GenStocks is an excellent addition to an investor's arsenal of
analysis tools. The software includes daily charts, daily updates, and back-testing
features. GenStocks Description: Free stocks and futures analysis software that can
test your approach to the markets. GenStocks is a desktop application that can
evaluate approximately 2000 stocks per day by applying a sophisticated
neural/genetic algorithm to real historical market data. The underlying algorithms
can be thought of as collectively providing advanced signal-analysis methodology.
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Live trading room for technical analysis. Demo account and a chat is available.
Follow me: Twitter: Facebook: Google+ : What does the future hold for the stock
market? The chart illustrates the explosive stock market growth during the twenty-
first century. With the rapid increase in the stock market, the “higher-risk, higher-
return” strategy of buying and holding
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Its the FREE stock analysis and stock trading software. Using neural/genetic
methods, we can find and trade stocks that are consistently profitable over time.
Traders are typically referred to as "investors". GenStocks Crack Free Download is
a desktop application that can evaluate approximately 2000 stocks per day by
applying a sophisticated neural/genetic algorithm to real historical market data.
The underlying algorithms can be thought of as collectively providing advanced
signal-analysis methodology. Via the neural/genetic approach, distinct patterns in a
stock's past performance are quantified as "measures," with a "weight" assigned to
each of these measures. GenStocks will then generate a composite "score" for each
stock, based on the weighted sum into a specified past. Then genetic evolution is
applied to all possible sortings of the 2000-some competing stocks. GenStocks thus
creates a sorted list, on user demand, that shows the most reasonable ranking as
regards projection of profit. GenStocks is an excellent addition to an investor's
arsenal of analysis tools. The software includes daily charts, daily updates, and
back-testing features. TECHNICAL DETAILS Name: GenStocks - Stock Analysis
Software Your Software Platform: Windows Vista Home Premium 32 bit or higher
Download Size: 3.3 MB Language: English Software License: Freeware Download
type: .exe Version: 1.0 Release Date: Jan 4, 2010 URL: The application does a few
things that I want, but there's no help (neither a manual nor a website). It runs but
it's completely useless, it can only display lists, but there's no other way to change
them. And there is no way to create/edit the lists that are displayed (like
adding/removing stocks). Also, there's no manual that explains how to use the
application. You can change some parameters in the configuration files, but you'll
be able to make some changes only if you've the knowledge of the application code.
Just make your own list of stocks and set the rest of the parameters as you wish.
Also, be aware that each list has a sorting logic by current day, stock price and
volume, among others. After having installed the application, you can go to: Start /



Programs / Markets / Genstocks You will have the possibility of going to the
configuration files 2edc1e01e8



GenStocks Crack License Key

The first version of GenStocks is a research tool. The system includes the
functionality to: 1) Run the neural network repeatedly, in order to assess the effects
of random variation in the data 2) Generate a sorted list of stocks, showing which
stocks perform best 3) Trade the stocks on the basis of the sorted list 4) Evaluate
the sorted list against a set of benchmarks It is primarily designed for work in the
following areas: 1) Stock traders 2) Fundamental analysts 3) All markets Using an
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) method, GenStocks performs a sophisticated
optimization procedure in an attempt to determine a set of optimal stocks. These
optimal stocks correspond to those which best predict the performance of a
selected set of benchmark stocks over time, based on the performance of that set of
benchmark stocks over time. In short, a neural network is used to analyze historical
market data, in order to derive stock market signals. The optimal set of stocks, the
top performing stocks, are then produced as a function of the neural network
analysis. This analysis is run separately for the performance of each benchmark
stock. A weighting factor is assigned to each stock's performance, based on the
relative performance of each benchmark stock, and the neural network analysis is
run again. This process is repeated until a predetermined number of optimal stocks
have been produced. Explanation The "GENES" in "GenStocks" stands for "genetic
algorithm." This is a complex software approach that involves combining the best
attributes of Artificial Intelligence and the natural processes of genetic evolution.
The method of neural networks is an extension of the method of adaptive resonance
theory, a natural process that occurs in the nervous system. The resemblance
between these two processes can be taken as evidence of the innate nature of
intelligence. In the context of computer application, the neural network method
combines the best aspects of artificial intelligence and the processes of natural
evolution, and can be thought of as a sophisticated form of adaptive resonance
theory. The neural network method processes data by simulating a simulated
nervous system, that learns by trial and error. The Genetic algorithm is a method of
evolution, that produces an optimal set of solutions to a problem. It is based on two
processes: 1) Choosing which solutions are the "best" 2) Repeating those best
solutions GenStocks is based on the premise that a set of stocks that provide a
strong signal may be more likely
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What's New In GenStocks?

For each time period selected, GenStocks examines the historical price action of
each stock and produces a "Score" for each, based on a specific algorithm. A
genetic evolution algorithm then sorts the 2000+ stocks into 20 or so categories.
The user can sort the stocks in both the number of days and the price range in
which they are assessed. Upon entry of the date and range, all stocks are screened
for those stocks that will be in each category based on the sort specified. Then all
stocks that pass are marked for the calculation of a "Score" based on an established
algorithm. A "Score" is assigned to each stock based on the combination of stocks in
the same category and the total number of stocks in each category. The result is a
list of the stocks with the highest "Score" for each sort specified. Stocks are ranked
based on their Score. A score is also calculated for each period. The period Score,
as well as the individual daily Score, may be saved for future reference and use.
Click here to view the manual GenStocks User Manual GenStocks User Manual 1
Introduction GenStocks is a desktop application that can evaluate approximately
2000 stocks per day by applying a sophisticated neural/genetic algorithm to real
historical market data. The underlying algorithms can be thought of as collectively
providing advanced signal-analysis methodology. Via the neural/genetic approach,
distinct patterns in a stock's past performance are quantified as "measures," with a
"weight" assigned to each of these measures. GenStocks will then generate a
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composite "score" for each stock, based on the weighted sum into a specified past.
Then genetic evolution is applied to all possible sortings of the 2000-some
competing stocks. GenStocks thus creates a sorted list, on user demand, that shows
the most reasonable ranking as regards projection of profit.GenStocks is an
excellent addition to an investor's arsenal of analysis tools. The software includes
daily charts, daily updates, and back-testing features. GenStocks User Manual
GenStocks User Manual 2 Table of Contents GenStocks User Manual 2 Introduction
GenStocks is a desktop application that can evaluate approximately 2000 stocks per
day by applying a sophisticated neural/genetic algorithm to real historical market
data. The underlying algorithms can be thought of as collectively providing
advanced signal-analysis methodology. Via the neural/genetic approach, distinct
patterns in a stock's past performance are quantified as "measures," with a
"weight" assigned to each of these measures. GenStocks will then generate a
composite "score" for each stock, based on the weighted sum into a specified past.
Then genetic evolution is applied to all possible sortings of the 2000+ competing
stocks. GenStocks thus creates a sorted list, on user demand, that shows the most
reasonable ranking as regards



System Requirements For GenStocks:

*Windows XP Home, Windows XP Professional or Windows Server 2003 *Microsoft
DirectX 9.0c *Nvidia GeForce 2 Series, ATI Radeon X1000, or similar *2.8" hard
drive or DVD-ROM Drive *1.5GB free space on hard drive *50MB free RAM
*DirectX 9.0c compliant graphics card *1.0GB CD-ROM Drive *1.1GB free space on
CD-ROM Drive *20
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